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Towards Automatic Derivation of PerformanceMeasures from PEPA ModelsGraham Clark� Jane Hillston�AbstractStochastic process algebras, such as PEPA, provide a novel ap-proach to performance modelling. As well as facilitating a composi-tional approach, process algebra models focus on a system's behaviourrather than its state space. Classical process algebras are comple-mented by modal and temporal logics which concisely express possiblemodel behaviours. These logics are widely used during functionalanalysis to aid in the veri�cation of system behaviour. During per-formance analysis we seek to evaluate rather than simply verify thebehaviour of a system, and for performance models based on continu-ous time Markov processes, reward structures are commonly used forthis purpose.In this paper we describe a combination of these techniques|thePEPA reward language and its use to derive performance measuresfrom PEPA models. The reward language is based on a modal lo-gic which characterises speci�c behaviours within the PEPA modeland may be used to develop a reward structure over the underlyingMarkov process. A prototype implementation exists within the PEPAWorkbench.1 IntroductionOver the last decade there has been growing acceptance of the veri�cationof a system's functional behaviour during design, using formal techniquessuch as those involving process algebra models and their complementarymodal logics. Unfortunately verifying the system's temporal behaviour, orperformance, is still often neglected until implementation is well under way.�Department of Computer Science, The University of Edinburgh, Kings Buildings,Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ. Email: fgcla, jehg@dcs.ed.ac.uk



This contrast has been one of the motivations behind the recent developmentof stochastic process algebras (SPA), which integrate performance analysiswith functional analysis [Her90, GHR93, Hil94]. These languages are processalgebras which are enhanced with information about duration of activitiesand, via a race policy, their relative probabilities.As mentioned above, classical process algebras are complemented bymodal logics, which formally express properties of a system in terms of itsbehaviour. Verifying that a system possesses a particular logical propertyis called model checking [SW89]. The development of e�cient algorithms totest the qualitative behaviour of a model is still an active area of research.Although one of the strengths of SPA languages is their formality and thesupport that this provides for automated reasoning, deriving performancemeasures from SPA models is currently carried out in an ad hoc manner.At best, an informal approach, based on imposing a reward structure overthe underlying Markov process, is used. In this paper we utilise a simplemodal logic for one SPA, Hillston's PEPA. This is used in a technique whichhas been developed with the explicit intention of supporting behaviouralreasoning about the quantitative behaviour of systems. At the level of theunderlying Markov process, rewards are still used to calculate performancemeasures. The novel aspect of the work is that the speci�cation of measuresto be calculated takes place at the level of the stochastic process algebra, thehigh level modelling paradigm. Moreover it is given in terms of the behaviourof the system, in keeping with the process algebra approach. The result isthe PEPA reward language, which uses the logic to de�ne a reward structure,and is described in detail in Section 4. A prototype implementation has beendeveloped to work in conjunction with the PEPA Workbench [GH94].A similar approach, using a temporal logic, was recently proposed byHermanns. In [Her] he proposes the use of logic formulae to partition a pro-cess algebra model, each partition exhibiting a particular behaviour. Thus,whereas a temporal logic formula is used to verify the functional behaviourof a classical process algebra model, Hermanns considered using a formulato discriminate between stages of a process's life in which it could, and couldnot, exhibit a particular behaviour.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, PEPA, andits use for performance modelling, are briey revised. The current approachto deriving performance measures from PEPA models, and its problems, aredescribed in Section 3. The main contribution of this paper is the use of thelogic in the language presented in Section 4. We demonstrate the use of thislanguage in the examples presented in Section 5 and conclude the paper withan outline of future work in Section 6.



2 Performance Modelling using PEPAClassical process algebras such as CCS [Mil89] and CSP [Hoa85] disregardthe notion of time, and model functional behaviour only. PEPA extends thesealgebras by associating a random variable, which represents a duration, withevery action type. Therefore activities take time, and the performance ofcomponents can be studied. The random variables are chosen to be expo-nentially distributed to give a clear relationship between the SPA model anda continuous time Markov process. It is from the steady state solution of theunderlying Markov process that performance measures can be calculated.PEPA models are constructed from components, which are able to in-teract with each other. Each of these components is capable of performingactivities. Formally, an activity a 2 Act is described as a pair (�; r), where� 2 A is the type of the activity, known as the action type, and r 2 R+ is theactivity rate. R+ is de�ned as the set of positive real numbers together withthe symbol >. This symbol denotes an unde�ned activity rate. Activitiesmay only take place in synchrony with another activity of the same type. Ina complete model all such synchronisations must include at least one activitywhose rate is not unde�ned, otherwise the model cannot be solved. When ris de�ned, its value is the parameter of an exponential distribution and thusgoverns the duration of the activity. The set of all syntactic action types willbe denoted by action-type.In typical process algebra style, a small set of combinators is used toconstruct larger process algebra terms from smaller ones|this is the composi-tional approach. These combinators include sequential composition ((�; r):P ),synchronisation (P ��L Q), encapsulation (P=L), and equational de�nition(P def= Q). The set of all syntactically well-formed PEPA terms will be de-noted by process.Example The following simple example illustrates the use of the combin-ators and the compositional style of modelling.A worker process requires the use of a resource, idles and then evolvesback into a worker process, i.e. it cycles. In the PEPA representation wecombine each of its action types (holding and idling) with the correspond-ing duration distributions, from the perspective of the worker. The recursivenature of the de�ning equation reects the cyclic pattern of behaviour de-scribed above.Worker def= (holding;whr):(idling; ir):WorkerThe resource has a similar pattern of behaviour|it is either being used by aworker, or it is engaging in an updating activity in preparation for being used



again. The de�ning equation for the resource, shown below, is very similarto that for the worker.Resource def= (holding; rhr):(update; ur):ResourceNote, however, that the resource's representation of the holding activityreects the duration of the action from its own perspective which may di�erfrom that of the worker. The componentsWorker and Resource are the basiccomponents of our system. The complete model is formed by specifying howthese components interact with each other.System def= Worker ��fholdinggResourceThe annotation of the synchronisation combinator��, in this case fholdingg,indicates that the components must synchronise on the speci�ed activities.They may proceed concurrently on all other activities.Representing the system as a combination of separate components meansthat we can easily extend our model. For example if there were two workerscompeting for use of the resource, the new system would be represented asfollows: System0 def= (Worker k Worker) ��fholdinggResourcewhere k is used to denote the pure parallel combinator, ��; . Alternatively ifwe wished to embed the original system into a more complex environment,but ensure that the interaction between the worker and the resource couldnot be a�ected by the environment, we would make use of the encapsulationcombinator to hide the holding activity:Large System def= �System=fholdingg���L EnvironmentHiding an activity means that its action type appears to the environmentas the internal delay, � . Activities of such a type cannot be used by aprocess to synchronise. Therefore the behaviour of System=fholdingg inLarge System will be the same regardless of whether or not holding 2 L.2.1 Derivatives and the Underlying Markov ProcessIf a PEPA process P may perform an (�; r) activity and evolve into Q, wewrite P (�;r)���!Q, and say Q is a (one-step) derivative of P . The relationdenoted by (�;r)���! is called the transition relation. Further, for any PEPAprocess P , the derivative set of P , ds(P ), is the least set of derivatives closed



under the (�;r)���! relation, and it thus captures all the reachable states of thesystem.PEPA has a formal operational semantics and this associates a labelledmulti -transition system with each PEPA process expression [Hil94]. A la-belled transition system is a triple (S; T;�! ) where S is a set of states, T aset of transition labels, and �! � S�T �S is the transition relation. WithPEPA, the states are syntactic process expressions, the transition labels arethe (�; r) activities, and the transition relation is given by the operationalrules. However a multi-transition relation must be used because the timingbehaviour of a process will depend on the number of instances of an activitythat are enabled.Finally, the rate at which one PEPA component is able to evolve intoanother is de�ned. Given two PEPA components, P and P 0, such that P 0 isa one-step derivative of P , the transition rate between the two is denoted byq(P;P 0). Thus the rate at which a component P may evolve into componentP 0 is de�ned as the sum of the rates of the activities that relate the two i.e.q(P;P 0) =Xfj r j P (�;r)���!P 0 jgThe underlying Markov process is isomorphic with the derivation graph ofa PEPA model: these transition rates form the entries of the in�nitesimalgenerator matrix. The derivation graph of the System de�ned above is shownin Figure 1, where f de�nes the apparent rate of two synchronising activities(see [Hil94, Chapter 3]).(update; ur)(idling; ir)Worker ��fholdinggResource(holding; f (rhr ;whr)) (idling; ir)Worker0 ��fholdinggResourceWorker0 ��fholdinggResource0(update; ur)Worker ��fholdinggResource0Figure 1: Derivation Graph of System



2.2 The PEPA WorkbenchPEPA models of realistic systems are much more complex than the simpleexample shown above and tool support is vital to aid the generation andmanipulation of the Markov model. To this end, the PEPA Workbenchwas developed [GH94]. It allows models to be de�ned using PEPA. Theseare then processed by the Workbench which creates a representation of thein�nitesimal generator matrix. This is in a form suitable for analysis byseveral computer algebra, and especially linear algebra, packages. Thus theMarkov process can be solved, and a steady state probability distributioncalculated. However, at the moment, the Workbench does not support theautomatic calculation of performance measures|this is done manually bythe user.3 Deriving Performance Measures3.1 Reward StructuresReward structures, as introduced by Howard [How71], provide a very generalframework for specifying and deriving performance measures over continuoustime semi-Markov processes. In its full generality, a reward structure consistsof: � a yield function, yij(�); while the process occupies state i of the semi-Markov process, having chosen a successor state j, it earns reward ata rate yij(�) at a time � after entering the state.� a bonus function, bij(�); when the transition from state i to state j ismade at some time �, the process earns the �xed reward bij(�).To derive steady state measures over a continuous time Markov process(which is generated from a PEPA model) rather than a semi-Markov process,rewards as general as these are not required. In such cases it su�ces to �xthe yield rate to be constant during the occupancy of a state, and to beindependent of the successor state, i.e. yij(�) = yi. Bonus functions arediscarded because information about transition rates is unavailable in thesolved model. Therefore, a reward structure will consist of a constant yieldfunction only. A measure is then calculated as the total reward :R =Xi yi � �i



where �i is the steady state probability of being in state i and the summationis taken over the complete state space; in the case of a PEPA model, thecomplete derivative set.3.2 Deriving Performance Measures: the Current Ap-proachCurrently the calculation of performance measures from PEPA models is adhoc, and relies on the ingenuity of the modeller. In general a reward basedapproach is taken but there is no support for attaching rewards to states: themodeller must do it explicitly for each state, for each reward. For example,a modelling study might progress as outlined below.1. Create a model and submit it to the PEPA Workbench for analysis.This will produce a representation of the state space, and the in�n-itesimal generator matrix. Submit the matrix data to a linear algebrapackage to generate the steady state distribution. This is all completelyautomated.2. Form the reward structure over the state space which will generate theperformance measure of interest. This involves deciding which statesof the (perhaps huge) state space require consideration, and choosingvalues to be associated with each of these states. For instance, whencalculating utilisation of a resource, the value 1 should be associatedwith each state in which use of the resource is \enabled", and the value0 associated with all other states. This is not done automatically. Oncea reward value is associated with every state a reward vector can beformed.3. Use the steady state probability distribution to calculate the total re-ward. If a vector of the reward values for each state has been produced,this can be done automatically in whatever linear algebra package isbeing used.Manually forming the reward structure over a complex model is time-consuming and error-prone. Moreover the process algebra style of modelconstruction focuses on the system's behaviour rather than the individualstates which the system passes through. The intention of the PEPA Work-bench is to make this underlying, state-based representation of the systemtransparent to the modeller. However this objective cannot be achieved if themodeller must consider each individual state in order to derive any measuresfrom the model.



The aim of our work has been to automate the second step of the aboveprocedure and relieve the modeller of the responsibility of explicitly con-structing the reward vector necessary for step 3. Moreover we do so byallowing the modeller to specify those states to which a reward should beattached in terms of their behaviour. In addition, we take advantage of thecompositional structure of the model, allowing the speci�cation to be de�nedon a particular component of interest, rather than on the whole model.4 The PEPA Reward LanguageUsing the simple language described here, the process of specifying perform-ance measures is split into two stages:� De�ning a reward speci�cation, which associates a value with a partic-ular process derivative, if it is capable of behaving as required.� De�ning an attachment which determines at which process derivativesa particular reward speci�cation is evaluated.Formally, each reward speci�cation can be considered as a pair consistingof a logical formula and a reward expression. If the particular derivativeunder consideration is capable of the behaviour described in the logical for-mula, then a reward is assigned to that derivative. The reward correspondsto the evaluation of a simple arithmetic expression. The meaning of the re-ward speci�cation will depend on how it is \attached" to a PEPA model.This is because the value assigned to a process derivative may depend oninformation local to the process derivative, for example the rate at which itcan evolve.Before de�ning the syntax of the rewards language, it will be necessaryto describe the particular logic used in reward speci�cations.4.1 Logic SyntaxThe formalism chosen for de�ning properties of processes is based on a simplemodal logic called Hennessy-Milner logic (HML, [HM85]). Formulae are builtfrom Boolean connectives and modal operators; the syntax is given below.� (formula) ::= tt j ff j :� j �1 ^ �2 j �1 _ �2 j [K]� j hKi�K ranges over subsets of action types, that is K � A. HML only allows asingle action type to appear in a modality; thus this logic generalises HML.



However this logic is capable only of describing qualitative behaviour; thereis no provision for specifying properties involving timing. Since, as describedin Section 2, a PEPA process can be regarded as a labelled multi-transitionsystem, formulae are interpreted with respect to this slightly more elaboratemodel.4.2 Logic SemanticsThe particular semantics chosen are simple and reect the intended use ofthe logic in specifying simple behavioural properties of PEPA processes. Aformula will be interpreted in conjunction with a particular state of the la-belled multi-transition system. The evaluation of such a pair will result in aBoolean value. The notation for the evaluation of a formula � at a particularstate s is jj� jjs, and the evaluation is de�ned inductively on the structure of�. The semantics are given in Figure 2.jjttjjs = T (2 fT;Fg)jjffjjs = Fjj:� jjs = : jj� jjsjj�1 _ �2 jjs = jj�1 jjs _ jj�2 jjsjj�1 ^ �2 jjs = jj�1 jjs ^ jj�2 jjsjj [K]� jjs = Vfjj� jjs0: s (�;r)���!s0; � 2 Kgjj hKi� jjs = Wfjj� jjs0: s (�;r)���!s0; � 2 KgFigure 2: Semantics of the logicNo distinction has been made between Boolean operators and the oper-ators of the modal logic|the context is su�cient for distinguishing whichmeaning is in use. The intuitive meaning of the modal operators is easilyseen. jj [K]� jjs is true if for all states s0 such that there is a transition froms to s0 via an activity whose type is in K, jj� jjs0 is true. Similarly, jj hKi� jjsis true if there exists a state s0, such that there is a transition from s to s0via an activity whose type is in K, and jj� jjs0 is true. These operators donot make use of the fact that the semantics of PEPA generate a labelledmulti -transition system. Since the logic only captures qualitative behaviour,the timing di�erences that result when states are joined by multiple identicalactivities are immaterial.Next, reward expressions are described. In this paper, the syntactic classof alphanumeric sequences is denoted by string, and the syntactic class of



expressions representing real numbers is denoted by real; these require noformal de�nition here.4.3 Reward ExpressionsThe syntax of reward expressions is very simple, indeed it captures littlemore than a trivial syntax for arithmetic. The only additions to this arethree bound variables. The syntax is given below :e (expr) ::= (e) j e1 + e2 j e1 � e2 j e1 � e2 j e1=e2 j atomatom ::= real j mc j mp j rate(action-type)The bound variables, named mc, mp and rate(), will be used to denotereal numbers. Their meaning will be dependent on the rewards already calcu-lated, and the particular labelled multi-transition system which results fromthe PEPA model under consideration. They exist for pragmatic reasons|they are useful in specifying performance measures.The variablesmc andmp are intended to give the reward expression accessto any previously assigned, and current rewards, allowing reward expressionsto make use of a prior reward assignment made to a prior, or the current,derivative. This would allow a reward to be created by combining two simplerrewards. The function rate(), allows activity rates to be used in expressions|speci�cally, reward values can be assigned to a derivative P which make useof the transition rate from P to successor derivatives via an activity of type�. Given the semantics for the logic, and a description of reward expressions,the PEPA reward language can now be described.4.4 The Reward LanguageThe syntax of reward speci�cations is given below.reward ::= \reward" string \=" reward specreward spec ::= formula \)" exprA reward speci�cation is identi�ed by its name, and is a pair of a lo-gical formula and a reward expression. A reward speci�cation will be usedto determine if a derivative is given a reward or not. If it is capable of thebehaviour de�ned by the logical formula, it will be assigned as a reward the



result of evaluating the reward expression. However, these reward speci�ca-tions do not mean anything in isolation; a method of associating them withprocesses is required, as stated in Section 4. This requires an explanation ofattachments; the syntax is given below.attachment ::= \attach" string \to" process modi�ersmodi�ers ::= \follow" action-typeAn attachment is a method of examining the derivative set of a PEPAprocess (or at a lower level, traversing the state space of the multi-transitionsystem). It states which subcomponent is to be studied and hence whichderivatives of that subcomponent will be considered for a reward. The ideais that starting at the initial subcomponent, the derivatives that can bereached in the context of the complete model, via activities of types de�ned inthe attachment (\follow") set, will be considered for a reward. Therefore, thereward speci�cation should be evaluated at a start point i.e. an initial PEPAprocess, and then the attachment used to determine to which derivatives theprocedure should be reapplied. If P is the current derivative, P (�;r)���!Q, and� is in the attachment set, then in due course, Q will be considered for areward too. Thus the reward assignment procedure is iterative. Of course,this vague description is less than satisfactory as a formal account, and theinterested reader is referred to [Cla] for a full semantics.5 ExamplesIn this section, the speci�cation language is used to express some conventionalperformance measures. Two di�erent models are used as vehicles for theseexamples; each is explained in turn.5.1 Example 1A model that occurs frequently in the literature is the multi-processor multi-memory system. This has the advantage that the process algebra style isa particularly suitable way to represent it. Consider a vast simpli�cationof a \modern" computer system, containing several processors and severalmemory chips. Each processor performs some work, then attempts to accessmemory. We can model the individual components of this system in thefollowing obvious way :



Memi def= (getMi;>):(relMi;>):(refresh; r):MemiProcj def= (work;wj ):Xk (getMk; g � pk ):(relMk; r):P rocjwhere Xk pk = 1Each memory chip can be claimed and released (like a semaphore), butafter being released, it performs a \refresh" to ensure the contents of thememory are maintained correctly. Each processor will perform some work,and will then choose which memory chip to access. Once �nished, it willrelease it again. However, to make things more interesting, this particularmulti-processor system will be extended with an \IO Controller" chip. Thisprocessor is only capable of accessing memory chip Mem1 :IOC def= (work;w):(getM1; g):(relM1; r):IOCThis can be combined with two processors and two memories to make acomposite system :System def= (Proc1 jj Proc2 jj IOC) ��L (Mem1 jjMem2)where L = fgetMi; relMi j i = 1; 2gNow it is possible to specify formally some interesting performance meas-ures.5.1.1 A Utilisation MeasureIn order to determine how many memory chips are needed for reasonableperformance, it may be interesting to determine what percentage of the timea particular memory chip is in use. In order to specify this, the behaviourthat characterises the fact that the chip is in use is needed. This is easilyseen|the chip is in use if it is capable of performing an activity of typerelM1; if so, it previously performed a getM1 in synchrony with a processorwhich required access. The required reward speci�cation is then :reward util-mem1= hrelM1itt) 1with an appropriate attachment being :attach util-mem1 to System follow �



It is worth explaining in a little detail why this will achieve the desiredresult. The �rst thing to note is that the attachment is very simple|ratherthan examining any particular subcomponent of the model, the whole sys-tem is analysed. This does no harm in this instance, nothing more focusedis required. The reward assignment procedure will begin with the processSystem, and will determine whether it is capable of satisfying the logical for-mula hrelM1itt. Clearly none of the memory chips are in use at this point,so it will not be possible to release any, and speci�cally not Mem1. Thus theformula is false here, and the reward of 1 is not assigned. The next stage isto take the one-step derivatives of System via the activities of type de�nedin the attachment. Any action type was allowed, so each one-step derivativeis examined in similar fashion to System. This is done exhaustively untilno further derivatives exist that have not been tested for a reward. At thispoint the procedure will terminate. Therefore any derivative of System thatcould perform an activity of type relM1 will be given the reward 1. Withthe assumption that other derivatives have a reward of 0, this procedure willproduce an appropriate vector, which when combined with the steady stateprobability vector, will produce a value between 0 and 1. This of course canbe interpreted as the percentage of time that Mem1 is in use.The above example would become slightly more complicated if the per-centage of time a bona �de processor was waiting to access memory was re-quired (thus ruling out the IO Controller chip). However this is still simplyachieved. Behaviourally, a processor is waiting for access to memory if it iswaiting for access to any of the memory chips (unlike IOC which may onlybe waiting to access Mem1). Therefore, an appropriate reward speci�cationwould be : reward proc-waiting= hgetM1itt ^ hgetM2itt) 1since it should be able to use Mem1 or Mem2, whichever should becomeavailable. The same attachment described above is suitable here.5.1.2 A Throughput MeasureAnother useful performance measure may be the throughput of IO Controlleraccesses to memory. Here it is possible to take advantage of the forced-ow law which states that the throughputs in all parts of a system must beproportional to each other. Since the IO controller is a sequential process,its throughput is determined by either of its possible activities. Arbitrarilychoosing one leads to the following reward :reward IO-throughput= hworkitt) rate(work)



If the derivative can perform an activity of type work, then it will beassigned the value of rate(work). This will evaluate to the sum of the ratesat which the derivative can evolve via an activity of type work. Thereforethe value will give a measure of the throughput of the work activity, and,by the forced-ow law, of the whole system. However this time, attention isrestricted to the IO controller subcomponent, IOC; the attachment is :attach IO-throughput to IOC follow �The di�erence in the assignment procedure is that the logical formula isonly checked against activities of type work that can be performed by IOC inthe context of System. This means that if the IO Controller is in a positionto perform a work activity, but its context does not allow it (e.g. it mustsynchronise but no other process is willing), then the activity is impossible.Restricting attention to the subcomponent in this way ensures that if bychance any other processes may perform an activity of type work, it willnot inuence the reward assigned. This time the reward vector will containactivity rates, and when combined with the steady-state vector will give thethroughput as required.5.1.3 Illustrating the LogicIn order to illustrate the discriminatory power of the modal logic, a morecontrived example is given next. Suppose it was useful to know the percent-age of time only one memory chip was in use (and thus not both). First notethat both memories are in use if a particular derivative enables a relMi activ-ity, and its one-step derivative via relMi enables a relMj activity. Combiningthis with the example above, the following reward speci�cation is obtained :reward one-mem = (hrelM1itt _ hrelM2itt)^ [relM1][relM2]ff^ [relM2][relM1]ff) 1This can be attached to the whole system in the na��ve manner of the�rst example, and will only assign a reward to those derivatives that allowthe release of either memory chip, but not both. Therefore these derivativescorrespond to states in which one memory chip is in use only.5.2 Example 2To motivate the second example, another system is introduced. Consider thePEPA model below :



Bu�er0 def= (packet; p):Bu�er00Bu�eri def= (packet; p):Bu�er0i + (discard; d):Bu�eri�1Bu�er0i def= (discard; d):Bu�eri + (verify; v):Bu�eri+1� � �This models a bu�er which accepts possibly corrupt packets from a source.It abstracts from the di�erence between discarding a packet due to corruptionand removing a packet from the bu�er. Frequently it is useful to know ameasure such as the average number of packets in the bu�er. This can bedone by basing the reward assigned to a derivative on the reward assigned toa previous derivative. For example, a particular derivative may correspondto a bu�er containing n packets. By a particular sequence of activities, thiscould evolve into a derivative that represents a bu�er with n + 1 packets.Clearly, the reward assigned to the second derivative could be the valueof the reward assigned to the �rst derivative, plus one. A sensible rewardspeci�cation would be :reward count = hdiscarditt) mp + 1This states that at any point where the bu�er is able to discard anotherpacket, it contains one more packet than it did before its last activity (whichwould correspond to the input of the packet). A possible attachment couldbe : attach count to Bu�er0 follow �However, this will not have the intended e�ect since both Bu�er0i andBu�eri+1 may perform the discard activity. The solution is to notice thata packet is only truly input after a verify activity, and so the attachmentshould be changed thus :attach count to Bu�er0 follow verify6 Conclusions and Future WorkBy integrating a modal logic, complementary to a process algebra, and areward structure, complementary to a Markov process, we have de�ned thePEPA reward language which allows the modeller to specify performance



measures in terms of model behaviour. Moreover, with the prototype imple-mentation, this approach can be used to support modelling studies conductedusing the PEPA Workbench.There are several possible directions for future work :� Considering transient analysis and performability measures would in-troduce the need for bonus functions as well as yield functions in thereward structure.� Since an expression in the PEPA reward language can be used to par-tition the state space of the underlying model we hope to investigatethe use of such expressions to perform state space truncation leadingto approximate solutions.� Including a prede�ned set of measures over components, within thePEPA Workbench, in the form of parameterised expressions in thePEPA reward language would allow an even more abstract speci�cationof performance measures. For example a modeller would not have toconsider activities at all, but could rather ask questions such as \whatis the throughput of this processor?"AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Gordon Brebner for helpful comments on a draft ofthis paper. Graham Clark is supported by EPSRC grant 95306547.References[Cla] G. Clark. Formalising the Speci�cation of Rewards with PEPA.To appear in Proceedings of PAPM 1996.[GH94] S. Gilmore and J. Hillston. The PEPA Workbench: A Tool to Sup-port a Process Algebra-based Approach to Performance Modelling.In G. Haring and G. Kotsis, editors, Proceedings of 7th Conf. onMod. Techniques and Tools for Computer Perf. Eval., volume 794of LNCS, pages 353{368, 1994.[GHR93] N. G�otz, U. Herzog, and M. Rettelbach. Multiprocessor and Dis-tributed System Design: The Integration of Functional Speci�ca-tion and Performance Analysis using Stochastic Process Algebras.In Performance'93, 1993.
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